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Environmental portraits tell a story by
allowing a glimpse into the world of
another individual with a depth that
surpasses the expressive capacity of a
formal studio portrait.The subject is
revealed by the photographer’s use of
light, posture, expression, and
composition. Each element divulges
another aspect of the subject’s
personality, requiring careful attention to
detail. Lighting is the key to creating
the mood, sometimes natural, sometimes
artificial, and sometimes a combination
of both.The photographer must also
be aware of the use of tonalities,
establishing rapport with the subject,
choosing locations and props, and most
importantly, constructing ideas.

So many decisions must be made that
just attempting an environmental por-
trait can be daunting. In order to con-
struct the shot, it helps to break it down
into elements. The foremost and most
crucial element is the concept: what do
you want to say about this person?
What do you want the viewer to feel,
understand, and remember? It helps to
learn something about your subject in
order to creatively compose the story.
Ask your subjects questions about them-
selves: their hobbies, families, and
whether they have something they want
to express. The greatest rule of composi-
tion is KISS, (keep it simple, stupid!),
and this applies to ideas as well. You
can’t possibly tell everything there is to
know about a person, so you need to
choose carefully what aspect you want
to reveal. You don’t need to show every-

thing in order for the viewer to “get it.” 
The concept varies depending upon

the point of the photo: editorial use in a
story, interpretive, or personal (for them
or for you). I love working editorially
because magazines quite often want
your ideas and allow you a great deal of
creative license. 

We all have innate creative ability, but
in our society, it is often not valued, so
we loose our sense of play. Creativity is a

muscle and the more it’s exercised, the
stronger it becomes. I worked on a series
of photographs of film directors speak-
ing about creativity. I did my homework
on each one before we met, saw as many
of their films as I could before the shoot,
and wrote down ideas. I also talked to
friends and associates and brainstormed
with them to come up with concepts that
would be appropriate. As all this infor-
mation percolated, I found that some-

Environmental Portraits—
a Step Deeper
How to take a portrait that

tells  a story about a subject

by Bobbi Lane

Hand and Rose. A hand portrait—available light in the shade so I could retain all the detail in the
light-toned rose and the cracked fingers.
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times the best idea would come to me in
a dream, or even in a calm moment.
These ideas are not chance or luck. I did
the work to prepare and allowed the cre-
ative side to come to the forefront.

Location
The toughest challenging is finding the
location and deciding how much or little
of it to show. Reduce the elements to the
essence and make the composition
strong: you don’t need to see every tool
in a woodworker’s shop to understand
that’s where you are, but placing selected
tools in the foreground to help lead you
in is an effective technique. Sometimes
out-of-focus foreground objects can
relate to the subject without being dis-
tracting. Diagonal lines are powerful and
always help draw the viewer into the
frame.  The background should add
additional information, but be careful
about it being too busy or having dis-
tracting lines growing out of your sub-
ject’s head. Sometimes just the tones or
colors in the background are enough to
enhance the image.

It’s always helpful to go to the location
and scout first. That’s not always practi-
cal, however, so you sometimes have to
make choices and judgments on the spot.
I suggest that when you arrive for a
shoot, walk around looking through
your camera. That helps eliminate look-
ing at everything at once and you can
start the process of creating the frame
that your subject will appear in. Avoid
busy areas, or at least downplay them
with lighting. This also means staying
away from backgrounds that are graphic
such as bricks or anything with lots of
straight lines. You can soften that effect
by using a small depth of field, too.

Camera work
Photographers normally think of using a

medium telephoto lens for portraits
because it provides a correct perspective
of the face. If you are doing a head and
shoulders shot, that’s probably the best
choice. However, I use medium-wide-
angle lenses quite often to achieve a dif-
ferent depth and include more
background, or to force the perspective.
As long as the camera isn’t too close to
the subject, or tilted so the camera back
is no longer parallel to the subject (caus-
ing distortion), a medium-wide-angle
lens can be a very effective method of
creating a more interesting shot. I also
look for unusual angles, either shooting
low looking up to elongate the subject,
or  shooting down if the background is
too complicated. Both of these are out of
the ordinary and used more for editorial
or interpretive work.

Keeping the concept in the forefront

of your vision is important in this area. If
the shot is whimsical or edgy, then using
wide-angle lenses with some distortion is
appropriate. But if you are photograph-
ing a respected or serious person, then
you should use a more correct perspec-
tive. If the subject has an interesting face,
then a close-up shot with dramatic light-
ing may work well. If the thrust is about
the activity of the subject, then using
more of the setting is better.

Clothing and tonalities
So much of a photo’s impact is from the
tones we choose, both in the clothes and
the background. In a two-dimensional
art form, light areas advance and dark
areas recede, creating the sense of depth
and form.  A traditional high-key photo
is one with most of the tones above mid-

Environmental Portrait Types
Here are some types of environmental portrait that can give you a start in your approach: high-key portrait, low-key
portrait, craftsperson at work, formal environmental portrait (subject looking in camera), lifestyle (one or more
people engaged in an activity, not looking at camera), relationship between two people, portrait without seeing the
face, hand portrait, editorial portrait, series (between three and seven pictures that tell a story), photojournalism
(event happening), family portrait, concept portrait, spiritual portrait, minimalism (portrait with one other object in
the frame),  monochromatic portrait,  people and pets.

Adele Balkan, Artist. Normal lens, one umbrella from side, lots of stuff in background.



dle gray, with a white or very light back-
ground. The feeling is upbeat, happy,
and full of energy. A low-key photo has
all of the tones, except the skin, below
middle gray, so the feeling is more dra-
matic and moody. There is everything
else in between, but keep in mind that
the subject in lighter tones stands out
more from a darker background, creat-
ing a sense of emerging into the light.  

Color, too, plays a huge role with warm
tones advancing and cool tones receding.
Plus we have the psychology of color con-
tributing to the effect. Using warm and
cool colors together is a very pleasing and
reassuring effect because they balance
each other. It works particularly well if the
person is warm and the background cool,
so the subject stands out.

I give my subjects a set of grooming
guidelines before the shoot so that they
can prepare their wardrobe and appear-
ance. I suggest staying away from any
patterned shirts, like stripes or plaids,
avoid logos, keep jewelry simple and
then the obvious clean hair and fresh
shave. I normally ask subjects to bring a
variety of clothes; then we can choose
together. If I am doing a series of por-
traits for a story, I may have them
change because one color works better
in a particular setting and another in a

different one. Most of the time people
know what colors work for them—but
those colors may not work with the
background. With digital cameras, some
fabrics will moiré, especially ties, so it’s
a necessity to have a choice. 

Lighting
Nothing is more important than lighting
in an environmental portrait. The direc-
tion, quality, and depth of the light are
truly what defines and illustrates your
subject.  This where all aspects come
together, so having a strong concept and
then using the appropriate lighting tech-
nique makes the shot cohesive. If you
want drama, use more of a side light,
with a harder quality, and let the shad-
ows go dark. A spot light on the back-
ground can add to the theatrical mood.
If it’s more light-hearted, then use a
softer, more frontal light with brighter
shadows. If the background is busy, light
the subject as you see fit and don’t light
the background, or flag the main light
so the background is a lower tonality.

In the appropriate setting, combining
strobe and ambient light by “dragging
the shutter” or using a slower shutter
speed, will enhance the overall effect of
the picture. This can be used as a special

effect, too, by either shaking the camera
or zooming during the long exposure. 

Communication and expression
Many people are nervous at the idea of
having their portrait done; it easily can
be years since they had their high school,
college, or wedding photos done. People
are afraid that they will look stupid or
unattractive. Part of your job is to make
them feel comfortable and develop your
communication skills so that you will be
able to elicit the appropriate expression
for the shot. 

I tell people from the beginning exactly
what will happen during a session: the
length of time, purpose, and feeling of the
photo, and, especially, that I will help
them with posing and expression. I
encourage people to take a couple of
breaths with their eyes closed and when
they are ready, to open them and look at
me. I say specifically what I would like
them to do, such as “try a small smile, as
though you are amused, lips closed” or
“let’s have a big happy smile for your chil-
dren.” Give your subject positive rein-
forcement by telling them that they look
good, have a great smile, a wonderful
light in their eyes, etc. This help and
encouragement contributes to the subject
feeling relaxed and natural. 

Finally, remember that this is where it
all comes together. You are now combin-
ing all the elements and aspects in a sin-
gle moment. Keep the concept in
mind—be careful of being caught up in
the moment and forgetting the idea. In a
dramatic lighting situation, big happy
smiles are not appropriate. Make your
subject a partner by involving them in
the process.  The challenge of creating an
effective environmental portrait is great,
but the results can be outstanding. n

PT Contributing Editor Bobbi Lane is a
commercial photographer with 30 thirty
years’ experience. She photographs
people and travel for assignment and
stock. Bobbi teaches workshops for the
Santa Fe Workshops, the Maine
Workshops, and the International Center
of Photography in New York City.
Bobbi’s book Creative Techniques for
Color Photography, published by
Amherst Media, is available nationwide.
Her Web site is www.bobbilane.com.

Alan Menken, Composer—he’s won more
Oscars than any other living person, for
composing the music for Disney films. Normal
lens, lit with a beauty dish and a slash light with
blue gel. I dragged the shutter to pull in the
information on the screens.

Ricon Quality-Control in the Factory. Wide-
angle lens from above. Lit by one umbrella from
the side and flagged so that the background
gets dark. It was just an ugly, busy factory
behind them, so this simplifies and emphasizes
the tools and their precision.
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